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About This Content

Attention all Seaside Valley bus drivers! Do you want to upgrade your fleet – preferably with brand-new buses? Have you been
eagerly anticipating new MAN models? Then this is the perfect expansion pack for you!

This Bus Simulator 18 DLC includes three new buses licensed from MAN!
The 39-foot MAN Lion’s City A21 awaits with two doors.

The MAN Lion’s City A47 is 34 feet long and is one of the shortest of the Lion’s City series buses.

Plus, you can look forward to the articulated MAN Lion’s City A23. This modern, 59-foot, three-axle bus holds around 140
passengers, who can board and alight it quickly and easily through one of four doors. This results in efficient and fast entry and
exit. It also ensures that, even during peak times, most passengers will find a seat on your comfortable bus, while it transports

them to their destination on time.

The Bus Simulator 18 expansion pack requires the main game.

Features:

Three faithfully reproduced, officially licensed MAN City bus models

MAN Lion’s City A21: rigid, 39 feet, 2 axles, 2 doors
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MAN Lion’s City A23: articulated, 59 feet, 3 axles, 4 doors

MAN Lion’s City A47: rigid, 34 feet, 2 axles, 2 doors
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Title: Bus Simulator 18 - MAN Bus Pack 1
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
stillalive studios
Publisher:
astragon Entertainment
Release Date: 18 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system / Windows 7/8/10 64-Bit

Processor: Intel Core i3 with 3.3 GHz or AMD Phenom II X4 with 3.2 GHz

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 750 (1GB VRAM) or AMD Radeon R7 360 (2GB VRAM) or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 6500 MB available space

English,French,German,Czech,Japanese,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Turkish,Korean
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So good...the visuals are charming, and considering how many levels there are, which there are a lot of them, it's amazing that
the dev. was able to keep the gameplay and level design and layout so fresh. Each level seems unique and there are new
mechanics explored every few levels. It's certainly addictive yet deserving of your time and attention. There is no dought that
the developer put his heart and time into this project and it shows. Please buy it if you like platformers, you won't be
disapointed!. Neat little platformer with tight controls and fast gameplay.
You're a ninja on a quest to avenge your woman by jumping around and throwing your shurikens at anything that moves.

Not much to say here.. it's a pretty polished game for the cost of $5, with some great challenging achievements, while nothing
really is too crazy to pull.
All you gotta do is keep moving forward, avoid hazards, and kill anything that blocks your way.

The gameplay is as smooth as it gets, no RNG (a bit at some bosses), just your own skill will determine how fast you beat it.
If you're looking for a fun, short and challenging platforming break, this is your game.. its frustatig and boring. Ok, I have now
played through four times. I can recommend this now. As my preliminary review stated it's better to start a new character for
this one than import your character from Aetherfall. In Aetherfall you are a superhero. In Shattered Worlds you play a character
called The Arbiter, which is a fancy name for a James Bond style secret agent whose mission is to prevent trouble at a peace
conference between Earth, Mars, and Venus. It's still set in the cool Victorian-Age\/Steampunk universe as Aetherfall, but
superheroes and spy fiction are two very different genres and starting with a dedicated spy gives you better starting stats to
handle what you will run into. This is one of those games that you will have to re-start from the beginning multiple times to
figure out the correct path. Once you do, you will be rewarded with a pretty good game. If this sounds cool to you, then buy this.
But I want people to know what they're getting before they spend their hard earned cash.. One day I said to myself, "I wonder if
there's a VR model train game?" Did a quick Google search and came across this awesome treasure, and it's everything you
expect in a VR model train game. There are still a couple of bugs and some room for improvement, but this game is at a great
place right now and can only get better. While there is not a fleshed out tutorial at this time, once you read the quick start guide
in the forums, the controls are pretty intuitive. There is a solid foundation in the game physics, though I believe it could use
some minor tweaking. The dev seems pretty active in continually pushing out improvements and bug fixes. In my first single day
of owning the full version, I've already sunk around 5 hours into this game, and I won't be slowing down any time soon.
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The game itself can be enjoyable, however there are a bunch of things holding it back:

- The camera control is super clunky and sluggish, no way to rotate too.

- No speed-up time feature, you have to watch the ball slowly make its way to the end every time, if you failed too bad you're
gonna waste your time just sitting there watching the ball again.

- Every time you place something you gotta click on inventory to open it then click on the thing, over and over, doesn't matter if
you're gonna place the same kind of gadget. It sounds minor, but gets irratating after playing for like 15 minutes.

- Sometimes the ball would stop moving for no reason, and you have to reset the level and watch it slowly make its progress
again.

- Gadgets glitch out and you can't click on them after reseting the ball, so what you need to do is reset the whole level and place
every gadged again.

- The ball is constantly slow-ish, no matter if it goes through speed boosts.

- There is no indicator of how far the ball will be thrown by some of the gadgets, so you're left experimenting until you get it
right, not because the puzzle is hard, but because the game failes to give you useful information.

- First 30 or so puzzle were really easy, don't know if they become hard at some point, but I personally don't have the patience to
play anymore.

That being said, the game can be enjayable for those with patience and high tolerance. I personally won't play much more and
can't recommend it because of the reasons stated above.. No mouse as controller option.. I forgot about this one. It's Zup Zero,
the prequel as a sequel to a game of gimmicky platfomer ball blasting fun! Well not really fun. It's fun for 5 minutes.

Err... Did I mention achievements! Yes achievements! Oh how this game series has killed the achievements for me. I just really
don't care about achievements anymore, unless they are not pointless.

Why am I recommending this? I need to join Achievement Addicts Anonymous.... Would only recommend it, if you want to
play the '16 Campaign, which is interesting, the other scenarios are not my cup of tea, because they are operational scenarios,
which limits the scale, it could be interesting for people, who haven't the time to play the whole campaign.. the rods were weak
all same type. First of all it was a positive experience to encounter a game created to advance the spiritual development of its
players. The music is calm and relaxing. The quotes, inspirations and teachings are well chosen. The overall visual scheme is
simplistic and supports the main theme.

However.

Considering the game is supposed to be a spiritual experience, it activates the mind quite a bit. The puzzles and the overarching
goal of achieving and collecting everything available is in contrast with the teachings and quotes about surrendering to the ever-
present, natural flow of life. They align with the controlling mind instead of the all-embracing heart.

Furthermore, as spirituality is usually about going deeper and deeper and finding new aspects to life and reality, the game, in
contrast, remains throughout its lifespan quite one dimensional. The "spirit"-sphere-thing never grows in size nor depth. It stays
throughout the game a dot of life, a nature servant, so to speak. It never evolves into anything greater, with more depth, more
understanding, more scope of vision, more responsibility etc.

However.

The game as it is inspires a lot of idealization about how a deeper spiritual game would look like. This 2D platform would quite
naturally evolve into a more complex one, and eventually into a 3D one, which in turn would evolve into multidimensional game
spanning galaxies and responsibilities involving civilizations and different forms of life across the multitude of the Oneness of
All That Is.
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Also, it evokes an idea of a truly different approach to the game mechanic itself. Usually the player is rewarded the more they
achieve, but imagine a game where not the quantity but the quality matters. The player would truly have to undergo some
development of the psyche to advance into further stages of the game. Now that would be something.

But all in all, I salute the maker of this game for attempting to differentiate itself from the majority of the gaming industry
today, and for focusing on the spiritual aspect of nature and of life. In that regard it is truly the first of it's kind (to my
knowledge at least) and deserving of more attention.. Hello friends. I found this game that i did not review yet. This is a rpg
game where you can play online. From what i remember about it, it was hard to get online with others, and i quite playing this
game after awhile because i got bored of it..

My recommendation is neutral, but since i cannot make it that, i will recommend it.. Easily the most polished VR game yet
released, aside from the classics (Job Simulator et al).. does not feel like a "tech demo" or something along those lines, absoutely
a well polished, well designed game for VR headsets.

Having said that, the content seems quite a bit lacking for the current price -- I could see this becoming repetitive inside a
couple of days or a week. I hope now that the core engine and gameplay is in and polished, the developers will look into adding
further expansive content; faction-specific units (at present each side seems a clone of the other), other factions, and various
other content additions and tweaks.

As it stands this is a game with a "campaign" that is essentially a tutorial to multiplayer, and then a skirmish \/ multiplayer mode
-- but the content-level game depth itself is almost non-existent, which begs the question on how a regular, competitive
multiplayer scene could exist.

**********************************************************************
UPDATE:

As it is, I would not recommend the game for its' current price given the content (or lack thereof) and the fact the developers
have been completely silent regarding questions about the future of additional content for the game -- which tells me there may
not be one.

While an incredible use of VR and well polished game, it has roughly the depth of a mobile \/ tablet game, with a $30 US
pricetag. If you're the type of person who can put 1000 hours into Clash of Clans or whatever those games are, go for it..

But if you're a regular gamer looking for a VR game that can keep you interested and engaged past the initial 5-10 hours (and
the novelty factor), wait to see if the developers add content first.

This game is incredible in its execution, but veteran gamers will get a sense within the first hour or two that there isn't much else
beneath the surface, and certainly nothing that would create an active or competitive multiplayer community. Both armies are
funtionally identical (ala Warcraft 1 and 2) the maps are largely linear, and the only unique element is a (again identical) tech-
tree \/ build strategy that is, even still, relatively small and doesn't allow for *extensive* amounts of variety (especially as with
all games, we know most players will only ever make us out of 50% of it, which, given there's only ~20 choices for cards and
you have to take 8, in this game, means you'll almost guaranteed see the exact same builds every single game.)

*******************************************************************. The resolution is absolutely horrible, and
look like blurry\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
The controls are horrible, since you're auto-moving, and only have a jetpack, and rockets.
The menu is a giant mess. God knows what all these demented icons are supposed to be.

The gameplay is also craptastic.

At least I paid less than $1 for this garbage.
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